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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
• YourActiveAnkle® bracewill require a brief break-in period.
• For maximum support, wear a sneaker or a lace-up shoe.
• Wear a comfortable, absorbent sock at least calf-height.

Congratulations!
You have just received the best

technology in ankle injury and prevention
management. No other ankle brace offers
the levels of flexibility and security the

Active Ankle® brace does.
After handling numerous phone calls from
users about the brace, we have developed
some helpful tips about its use.

1. Your Active Ankle® brace will feel different
from anything you have ever worn for
ankle protection. The hinge allows freedom
of motion that you may not be accustomed
to. Do not mistake this freedom of
movement for lack of support. A leading
university said Active Ankle® braces
provide more support (inversion) than the
leading air-stirrup brace, leading lace-up
brace or tape job.

2. YourActiveAnkle® brace can be used for either
the right or left ankle. Look for the logo on
the outside of the brace for proper placement.

3. Place the brace in the shoe first.

4. If you feel pressure on your foot or ankle
after applying the brace for the first time,
your Active Ankle® brace is designed to
adjust to your individual ankle after a few
wearings. Your Active Ankle® brace is like a
new pair of shoes and requires a day or
so break-in period.

If after reading the enclosed instructions you
still have problems, give us a call. Our goal is
to help you return to activity as safely and
quickly as possible.

SIZE CHART
If you wear this size shoe: Order this size

brace

Men’s Women’s

5-81/2 61/2-91/2 Small

9-12 10-13 Medium

121/2-16 131/2-16 Large

If the brace seems loose-fitting, try a smaller size.

2. Place your Active Ankle® brace
inside the shoe with the logo
label positioned so that it
will be on the outside of
your ankle.

3. If your shoe has a removable insole
or orthotic, place the Active Ankle®

brace under it for additional comfort.
If doing so, we highly recommend
removing the white heel pad.

1. Adjust the large fastening strap by
sliding it up for high top shoes, or
down for low top shoes. Positioning
the strap in the center will allow you
to remove the strap for washing.*
The large fastening strap is
pre-positioned in the LOW setting.

6. Secure the large fastening strap
firmly around the ankle. For
maximum support, thread your
outside shoelace through the loop
and tie laces.

5. Place the small posterior strap
comfortably and without tension
around the back of your ankle and
secure it as low as possible to the
Velcro® on the inside.

4. Place your foot inside the shoe.
Make sure to adjust the pivot
points to be in line with your
ankle bones.

Small Medium Large
M: 5-81/2 M: 9-12 M: 121/2-16
W: 61/2- 91/2 W: 10-13 W: 131/2-16*See reverse for washing instructions
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Fits left or 
right ankle

For more information call 1-800-800-2896


